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Financial Markets 

Some economic agents need to raise capital, while others have 
surplus funds available to invest. These capital transactions can be 
made through financial markets. Several markets exist that govern 
the demand and supply of financial assets: 

 Money markets: short-term assets, i.e., <1-year maturity assets are 
traded here. 

    Capital markets: medium & long-term assets, i.e., >1-year 
maturity assets as well as equity are traded in these markets. 

 Spot markets: they refer to cash markets where financial assets and 
commodities are traded for immediate delivery. 

Forward markets: delivery is due to a later date. 
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 Primary markets: newly-issued assets are traded in these markets, 
e.g., an Initial Public Offering (IPO) of equity.  

    Secondary markets: existing assets are traded here. There are two 
main types of secondary financial markets:  

a) Exchange markets: buyers and sellers meet each other 
physically in a single central location to trade their assets, 
e.g., Stock Exchanges. 

b) Over-The-Counter (OTC) markets: secondary markets where 
buyers and sellers can meet electronically to conduct trades, 
e.g., NASDAQ (National Associations of Securities Dealers 
Automated Questions). There is no central exchange or 
meeting place for such kind of markets. 
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Financial Institutions 

Financial institutions (or intermediaries) are entities of the financial 
system which operate within or outside financial markets and play 
an intermediate role between savers and borrowers.  

 

Deposit-taking (or depository) financial institutions 

They are empowered to accept and hold monies from the public. 
Traditionally, they take in deposits and grant loans.  

 Traditional (Commercial) banks 

 Near banks: they compete with commercial banks for the 
collection of deposits and the provision of financial services. 
These institutions are relatively specialised in their operations 
due to law restrictions. Some of them, for example, cannot 
engage in commercial lending, whereas some others are not 
allowed to compete in international markets like banks do.  
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Main types of near banks:  

a) Trust companies: they are established because commercial banks 

are denied to act as trustees. Trust companies alone may act as 

trustees, such as administrators for an estate or deceased person, 

or for the distribution of stock dividends. 

b) Mortgage and Loan companies: originally, they were known as 

co-operative ‘Building Societies’ in which members pooled their 

savings so that each member (in turn) could borrow to build a 

house. The term ‘Building Society’ is still in use in the U.K., 

which is the birthplace of the M&L firms. In general, their main 

function is to acquire land, build homes and develop farms.  

Part I: The Financial System 
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Main types of near banks (cont’d):  

c) Savings and Loan Associations (Thrifts): they acquire funds by 
offering the following products: i) Savings accounts, ii) 
Certificates of Deposits (CDs), iii) Checking accounts known as 
Negotiable Order of Withdrawal (NOW) and iv) Brokered 
deposits. Given that thrifts must pay higher interest on deposits 
to attract depositors, they engage in riskier projects that promise 
higher returns. 

d) Credit Unions: they are composed of members who share a 
common bond. The bond is based on similarity of occupation, 
religious affiliation or geographical location of its members. In 
many cases, CUs allow a perpetual membership even if the 
common bond is broken (e.g., loss of employment, change of 
occupation). Today, the common bond restriction is removed 
from most of the existing CUs. 

Part I: The Financial System 
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Non-deposit-taking financial institutions 

Evidently, these institutions are not funded by deposits of any type; 
they rather involved with other types of assets. 

 Insurance companies: they accept premia which are invested in 
some projects and, in return, they pay compensation should a 
certain event occurs.  

 Pension funds: they invest individuals or group of individuals’ 
money into financial markets with the purpose to provide them 
retirement payments.  

 Mutual Funds: they manage a pool of money of their investors 
that has been placed in a specified variety of assets, mostly 
securities. The mutual fund’s value changes over time depending 
on changes in the value of fund’s assets.  
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 Finance Companies (Credit Institutions): they use debt or equity 

(and not deposits) to finance loans. 

  Investment Banks: they perform a variety of services. This 

includes underwriting, acting as an intermediary between an 

issuer of securities and the investing public, facilitating mergers 

and other corporate reorganisations, and also acting as a broker 

for institutional clients. 

  GSEs: Federal agencies that provide loans directly to farmers 

and home mortgagors (e.g., Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae). 
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The interaction between Financial Markets  

and Financial Institutions 
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The case of no financial intermediation 

“Complete Markets Paradigm”: Arrow (RES, 1953) 

              Arrow & Debreu (Econometrica, 1954) 

Financing of firms and governments by households occurs via 

financial markets – no transactions costs, full set of contingent 

markets, no credit rationing are assumed. A Pareto optimal allocation 

can be achieved leaving no role for intermediaries. 

 

Arrow & Debreu’s Paradigm is viewed as the banking analogue of the 

Modigliani & Miller (1958) Theorem: 

Financial structure is irrelevant as households can construct portfolios 

offsetting the actions of intermediaries → intermediaries cannot add 

value to the operation of the financial system. 

Part II: Financial Intermediation 
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The traditional financial intermediation theory 
(Allen, F. & Santomero, A.M., The Theory of Financial Intermediation, JBF 1998) 
 

Financial intermediaries are crucial parts of the financial system 
due to the following operations: 

 Transmission of the monetary policy. 

 Reduction of information, transaction & agency costs. 

 Mitigation of adverse selection and moral hazard problems. 

 Creation of economies of scale and scope. 

 Credit allocation (residential mortgages, business loans, 
etc.). 

 Intergenerational wealth transfers (Time intermediation). 

 Payment services (e.g., clearing and wire transfers). 

 

Part II: Financial Intermediation 
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The modern financial intermediation theory 
(Allen, F. & Santomero, A.M., The Theory of Financial Intermediation, JBF 2001) 

 

The traditional theory of intermediation overestimates market 
frictions. Instead, its modern counterpart suggests that 
intermediaries are necessary due to: 

 Risk transformation. 

 Risk management. 

 Facilitation of participation in financial markets. 

 

All the aforementioned operations are the results of financial 
innovation and financial engineering.  

Part II: Financial Intermediation 
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The bank-based view 

It highlights the positive role of banks in: 

  Acquiring information about firms and managers and hence improving 

capital allocation and corporate governance (Diamond, 1984). 

 Managing cross-sectional, intertemporal, and liquidity risk and thereby 

enhancing investment efficiency and economic growth. 

 Better monitoring firms and reducing post-lending moral hazard via asset 

substitution. 

 Mobilising capital to exploit economies of scale and scope. 

 Effectively forcing firms to repay their debts, especially in countries with 

weak contract enforcement capabilities. In fact, without powerful banks 

to force repayment, external investors may be reluctant to finance 

industrial expansion in countries with underdeveloped institutions. 

 

Part III: Bank-based vs. Market-based  

                financial systems 
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The bank-based view also stresses the shortcomings of market-

based systems: 

 Well-developed markets quickly and publicly reveal information, 

which reduces the incentives for individual investors to acquire 

information. Banks, however, mitigate this problem as they form 

long-run relationships with firms and do not reveal information 

immediately in public markets. 

 Liquid financial markets create a myopic investor climate. In 

liquid markets, investors can inexpensively sell their shares, so 

that they have fewer incentives to exert rigorous corporate 

control.  
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The market-based view 

It highlights the growth enhancing role of well-functioning markets in:  

 Fostering greater incentives to research firms since it is easier to profit 

from this information by trading in big, liquid markets. 

 Enhancing corporate governance by facilitating takeovers and making it 

easier to tie managerial compensation to firm performance. 

 Facilitating risk management. 

 

Part III:  Bank-based vs. Market-based financial systems 
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The market-based view further stresses problems with banks.  

 Banks can slow down innovation by extracting informational 

rents and protecting established firms with close bank-firm ties 

from competition. 

 Banks with few regulatory restrictions on their activities may 

collude with firm managers against other creditors and impede 

efficient corporate governance. In contrast, competitive capital 

markets play a positive role in aggregating diffuse information 

signals and effectively transmitting this information to investors, 

with beneficial implications for firm financing and economic 

performance. 
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The financial Services view  
(Levine, R., Financial development and economic growth, JEconLit 1997) 

According to this view, the main issue is neither the strengthening of 

banks nor markets alone. Rather, the issue is to create an environment 

in which financial intermediaries and markets provide sound financial 

services. Conceptually, the financial services view minimises the 

significance of the bank-based versus market-based debate.  
 

The law and finance view  
(Laporta, R., Lopez-de-Silanes, F., Shleifer, A., and Vishny, R.W., Investor protection and 

corporate governance, JFE 2000) 

A well-functioning legal system facilitates the operation of both markets 

and banks. It is the overall level and quality of financial services -as 

determined by the legal system- that improves the efficient allocation of 

resources and economic growth. In particular, La Porta et al. (2000) 

argue that laws and enforcement mechanisms constitute a more useful 

way to distinguish financial systems than focusing on whether countries 

are bank-based or market-based. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


